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Abstract
This study assesses the effects of employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity on counter-productive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations. The study’s sample was taken from nine work organizations in Lagos and Oyo States of Nigeria. The nine work organizations were selected from Nigeria’s financial, manufacturing, and service industries. These work organizations are Guarantee Trust Bank Plc, First City Monument Bank Plc, Full Range Microfinance Bank Limited, Seven-up Bottling Company Plc, Isoglass Industries Nigeria Limited, Atlantic Textile Company, Pixels Digital Services Limited, Pacesetters transport Services Limited, and IBFC Alliance Limited. Nevertheless, this paper has applied a cross-sectional survey approach, of which the present researcher randomly disseminated the survey forms (questionnaires). However, out of 450 questionnaires, 432 were fit for research and analyzed with statistical packages for social sciences (SPSS vs. 27). The current results established significant joint and independent negative effects of employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity on counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations. The management of work organizations ensures adequate and consistent encouragement of employee voice by allowing employee expressions, suggestions, making the employee feel important, and rendering listening ears. They should also train and inspire leaders who stimulate and exemplify leadership integrity. Furthermore, the management of work organizations should inspire employee curiosity as it relates to their work.
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1. Introduction
The ability to research and deliberate solutions to problems, come up with fresh ideas, encourage employee participation, and improve organizational efficiency puts meetings in a vital spot. Hence, investigating meetings is essential to organizations as their role in overall efficiency and employee well-being cannot be overemphasized [1]. Notably, the importance of meetings affects work behaviors and relationships when the sessions are over. [2, 3] suggested that as many as half of numerous meetings, held in work organizations, are noted poor quality. Many meetings are repeatedly called to achieve the aforementioned purposes that should have been completed in the former sessions [4]. To ascertain issues, adversely influencing meeting outcomes, scholars have initiated a look into the influence of counterproductive meeting behaviors (CMBs) on work organizations. They have found such detrimental to the progress of work organizations [5, 6]. Counterproductive meeting behaviors are exhibited by meeting attendee(s) within an organization, which cause impairment in the meeting or hinder its progress [7]. Research has noted some forms of counterproductive meeting behaviors. They are persistent lateness, disrespectful during meetings (for example, having side chats or conversing with irrelevant topics), concealing vital information and suggestions, and blaming other attendees [5].

Employee voice in an organizational context may be described as the extent to which employees are stimulated, feel, and able to communicate their opinions [8]. It involves behavior and
communication that progress the phases of the work setting. However, employee voice does not simply disapprove of the current situation; instead, it proposes beneficial changes for the employees, workplace, or both [9]. Furthermore, leadership behavior plays a central part in stimulating organizational performance [10]. Integrity has been more precisely acknowledged as an ethical value with transparency, fairness, and consistency; it can also be seen as personal or organizational value [11, 12]. [11] further opined that the personal value of integrity is frequently narrowly aligned to ethics, a lot that at times it substitutes for an individual’s moral character; as a leader with integrity is seen one who consistently abides by ethical standards. Hence, such value influences the behavior of followers within a work organization. Curiosity can be termed a yearning for new ideas, knowledge, and solving problems [13]. Recent studies have shown the necessity for improving curiosity on the work floor as it positively predicts job performance and workers’ behavior [14, 15].

Employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity are factors that influence job performance, employee behaviors, and organizational achievements [9, 11, 15]. Hence, research on their impacts on employer behavior, such as counterproductive meeting behavior within Nigeria’s work organizations, will not only add to the literature but remain relevant for human resources management practices and employment relations within Nigeria’s work organizations.

1. 1. Employee Voice and Counterproductive Meeting Behavior

As the workplace has developed into a more team-intensive setting, scholars have focused on studying employee relations within the workplace setting to profit from improved employee voice [16]. Following the increased importance of interdependence in achieving work duties, workplace meetings allow employees to express their feelings within the work organization. So, the successful usage of these meetings will enable employees to use their voices. [9, 17] suggested that a business set up a positive and inspiring work environment to air the voice freely. [18] concluded that encouraging employee voice may produce positive employee behaviors and valuable developments for the organizations, such as enhanced organizational decision-making and successful meetings where work issues are solved. Furthermore, organizations encourage employee voice experience outcomes, such as organizational commitment [19], job satisfaction [20], and employee engagement [21, 22]. According to [9], employee voice is negatively related to counterproductive meeting behaviors. They indicated that as employee voice decreases, counterproductive meeting behaviors increase. Therefore, the following is hypothesized:

H1: Employee voice significantly influences counterproductive meeting behavior among employees within Nigeria’s work organization.

1. 2. Perceived Leadership Integrity and Counterproductive Meeting Behavior

Leadership integrity in the workplace has usually been branded a positive variable, grounded in charismatic and transformational leadership styles. Workers or followers are more ready to trust leaders to influence their behaviors and attitudes [23]. Perceived leadership integrity can also be termed the perceived alliance between a leader’s words and actions. Hence, it is the perception that a leader exhibits behaviors consistent with their words concerning priorities, leadership style, value, and expectation [24]. Leadership integrity promotes a work environment where employees are esteemed. Employees tend to achieve their goals more and meet their psychological needs in a work environment where leadership integrity flourishes. Through leaders’ integrity within a workplace, employees can actively contribute to themselves and the organization by exhibiting several positive behaviors [25]. Employees who perceive their leaders to have integrity tend to engage in positive behaviors than those who less perceive their leaders as such [26]. Their research [27] established a negative correlation between perceived leadership integrity and counterproductive meeting behavior. Also, [28]’s investigation found that perceived leadership integrity notably and negatively impacts counterproductive meeting behavior. [29] opined that leadership integrity increases employees’ involvement in an organization, resulting in more exhibition of positive behaviors from the employees. Employees are always eager to display positive behaviors, such as citizenship behaviors, cooperating and collaborating with colleagues, exhibiting can-do attitudes, problem-solving abilities, confidence, dependability, among others, as they perceive the quality
of leadership integrity within their workplace [30]. Reinforced by the researches on perceived leadership integrity and counterproductive meeting behaviour, mentioned above, this paper hypothesized that:

H2: Perceived leadership integrity significantly impacts counterproductive meeting behavior among employees within Nigeria's work organization.

1.3. Work-related Curiosity and Counterproductive Meeting Behavior

Curiosity is linked to openness for new ideas, intelligent engagement, and the need for cognition. Hence, curious individuals in the workplace inherently love the practice of new learnings, thinking, and discoveries [31]. Furthermore, curiosity is a precursor of systematic findings [32] and is taken as a drive to be strengthened by work organizations and instructors [33]. Curiosity is a drive that galvanizes individuals towards exploratory action and thinking modes [34, 35]. Moreover, work-related curiosity influences behavior disorders (substance abuse), particular workplace deviant behaviors, and anti-social behaviors [13]. [31] opined that counterproductive behaviour, such as counterproductive meeting behaviour, is significantly avoided or discouraged by individuals who exhibit more work-related curiosity. Such meetings serve as platforms for them to constantly express their drive for acquiring new knowledge and project solutions/discoveries they have noted through their drive. To know the effect of work-related curiosity on counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations, the current investigation has proposed the following statement:

H3: Work-related curiosity significantly impacts counterproductive meeting behavior among employees within Nigeria’s work organization.

Furthermore, the above literature review stimulated the hypothesis, stated below:

H4: There is a joint influence of employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity on counterproductive meeting behaviors among employees within Nigeria’s work organizations.

This paper aims to increase the literature by examining the effects of employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity on counterproductive meeting behaviors; and to suggest an applied model to significantly dissuade and decrease counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations.

2. Methods

The current study, which was carried out in April 2021, adopted a cross-sectional survey approach. Survey forms were distributed amongst participants to test the current study hypotheses and gather data about their views on employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, work-related curiosity, and counterproductive meeting behaviors in their work organizations of study. Questionnaires were handed to 450 employees from eight work organizations in Lagos and Oyo States of Nigeria. Nine (9) work organizations were selected from Nigeria’s financial, manufacturing, and service industries. These work organizations are Guarantee Trust Bank Plc, First City Monument Bank Plc, Full Range Microfinance Bank Limited, Seven-up Bottling Company Plc, Isoglass Industries Nigeria Limited, and Atlantic Textile Company Pixels Digital Services Limited, Paceseters transport Services Limited, and IBFC Alliance Limited. Data, retrieved from participants, were analyzed and presented in tables. Nevertheless, the current study respects the ethical matters, related to gathering, quantifying, and keeping private data. So, this investigation stimulated voluntary participation. Altogether, 432 questionnaires were recovered and considered fit to use. The data retrieved was cleansed and analyzed with the statistical package for social sciences (SPSS v. 27). A multiple regression analysis was used to test the stated hypotheses. The present investigation piloted reliability analyses in achieving the local reliability of the measure.

2.1. Instrumentation

In this study, the survey included different subdivisions:

Section A – Employees’ demographics

This section has the respondents’ demographics, like age, gender, religion, marital status, education qualification, and job level.

Section B – Employee voice scale (EVS)
This section of the questionnaire had a six-item measuring scale, modified from [36] to quantify the perceived employee voice among participants. This instrument rates items on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree). The developer of this scale indicated a Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient of 0.95, whereas the current study has reported a Cronbach’s Alpha reliability of 0.91.

Section C – Perceived leadership integrity scale (PLIS)
This paper adopted a short form of the Perceived Leadership Integrity Scale [37] to measure the respondents’ perceived leadership integrity within their work organizations. This measuring tool has nine items and a 4-point Likert response format, reaching “1 = Never” to “4 = Every Time”. The instrument developer specified a Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient of 0.91, and in the current study, a Cronbach’s Alpha reliability of 0.91 was attained.

Section D: Work-related curiosity scale (W-RCS)
This section measures the respondents’ perception of work-related curiosity within their work organizations; through a questionnaire, developed by [14]. This measure has ten items and a 7-point Likert response format, reaching “1 = Totally Disagree” to “5 = Totally Agree”. [14] noted a Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient of 0.86, and in the current investigation, a Cronbach’s alpha reliability of 0.90 was achieved.

Section E – Counterproductive meeting behaviors scale (CMBS)
This paper measured employees’ counterproductive meeting behaviors within their work organizations using a ten-item measure modified from a previous study [38]. Items were appraised on a 5-point Likert-type scale, varying from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree). [38] indicated a 0.83 reliability coefficient for the scale. But, in this paper, the reliability coefficient is 0.88.

The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS version 27) was used to analyze data retrieved in this study. Nevertheless, this paper conducted a pilot investigation to identify any likely problems beforehand and validate the scale’s effectiveness.

3. Results
The results from the data, analyzed in the current investigation, are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Demographics of the study’s participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>50.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Experience</td>
<td>1–3 years</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4–6 years</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7–10 years</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>above 10 years</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational qualification</td>
<td>OND/HND</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BTech/BSc.</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M Tech/ MSc.</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job level</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>49.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s fact-finding
Table 1 shows that 145 participants were 20–30 years old, 218 were 31–40 years old, and 69 respondents were 41–50 years old. Moreover, the table indicates that 227 participants were male, whereas 205 were female. The grouping of participants by work experience meant that more respondents had 4–6 years of work experience (191; 44.2 %) next, respondents who had 1–3 years of work experience (128; 29.6), and participants with 7–10 years work experience (95; 22.0 %), while the least respondents had above 10 years work experience (18; 4.2 %). Furthermore, the findings showed that 94 (21.8 %) participants were Ordinary National Diploma/Higher National Diploma holders, 201 (46.5 %) were Bachelor of Technology/Bachelor of Science licensed, and 137 (31.7 %) were Master of Technology/Master of Science holders. Besides, the current results further indicated that 87 respondents were on junior job level, 215 on an intermediate level, and 130 respondents on senior job level.

4.1. Inferential Statistics

To make inferences in the current investigation, a multiple linear regression analysis was used.

Table 2

Multiple regressions, presenting the joint impact of employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity on counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R-squared</th>
<th>Adjusted R-squared</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>3776.33</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Predictors: (Constant), Perceived Leadership Integrity, Employee Voice, Work-Related Curiosity.

Table 3

Coefficients of the predictors of counterproductive meeting behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influencers</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>95.0 % Confidence Interval for B</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>F (3, 431)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
<td>Upper Bound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>58.311</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>194.349</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>57.721</td>
<td>58.900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Voice</td>
<td>–0.125</td>
<td>–0.086</td>
<td>–5.160</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>–0.173</td>
<td>–0.077</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>3776.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-Related Curiosity</td>
<td>–0.491</td>
<td>–0.751</td>
<td>–39.806</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>–0.515</td>
<td>–0.467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Leadership Integrity</td>
<td>–0.313</td>
<td>–0.189</td>
<td>–12.119</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>–0.364</td>
<td>–0.262</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: Counterproductive Meeting Behavior

Table 2 showed that employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity significantly, jointly, and negatively influence employees’ counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations (R=.982, R²=.964, F=3776.33, p<.01). The value p is adequate. These findings indicated that employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity significantly, jointly, and negatively influenced a 98.2 % variance in counterproductive meeting behavior within Nigeria’s work organization. Thus, the hypothesis is confirmed that there is a joint influence of employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity on counterproductive meeting behaviors among employees within Nigeria’s work organizations.

Furthermore, the model, presented in Table 3, specifies that employee voice significantly and negatively impacts employees’ counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations at β=−.086, t=−5.160; p<.01. The value p is sufficient. So, this paper shows that employee voice contributed about 8.6 % influence on variance in employees’ counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations. Thus, the stated hypothesis,
namely, employee voice significantly influences counterproductive meeting behavior among employees within Nigeria’s work organization, is confirmed. Similarly, the current findings show that perceived leadership integrity significantly and negatively affects the variance in employees’ counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations at $\beta=0.751$, $t=39.806$; $p<0.01$. The value $p$ is adequate. So, this paper suggests that perceived leadership integrity contributed about 75.1% influence on the change in employees’ counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations. Therefore, the stated hypothesis is established: perceived leadership integrity significantly impacts counterproductive meeting behavior among employees within Nigeria’s work organization. Also, Table 3 stipulates that work-related curiosity significantly and negatively influences employees’ counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations at $\beta=0.189$, $t=12.119$; $p<0.01$. The value $p$ is enough. So, this paper shows that work-related curiosity contributed about 18.9% influence on variance in employees’ counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations. So, the stated hypothesis, namely, work-related curiosity significantly impacts counterproductive meeting behavior among employees within Nigeria’s work organization, is confirmed.

5. Discussion

The current results revealed that employee voice significantly and negatively influences counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations. This position infers that the more employee voice is encouraged within Nigeria’s work organization, the less the employees exhibit counterproductive meeting behaviors. This paper corroborates [18]. They concluded that boosting employee voice may produce positive employee behaviors and valuable developments for the organizations, such as enhanced organizational decision-making and successful meetings where work issues are solved. It also supports [9]’s view that employee voice is negatively related to counterproductive meeting behaviors. They indicated that as employee voice decreases, counterproductive meeting behaviors increase.

Likewise, the current results have established that perceived leadership integrity significantly and negatively predicts counterproductive meeting behaviors among employees within Nigeria’s work organizations. This position implies that employees within Nigeria’s work organizations are deterred from engaging in counterproductive meeting behaviors the more they perceive their leaders as having integrity. The current results support [26], which opine employees who perceive their leaders to have integrity tend to engage in positive behaviors than those who less perceive their leaders as such. These results also corroborate the study of [27], which established a negative relationship between perceived leadership integrity and counterproductive meeting behavior. This paper also confirms [28]’s view that perceived leadership integrity significantly and negatively impacts counterproductive meeting behavior.

Furthermore, this paper posits that work-related curiosity significantly and negatively influences counterproductive meeting behaviors among employees within Nigeria’s work organizations. Thus, the more curious employees within Nigeria’s work organizations are regarding their work, the less they tend to exhibit counterproductive meeting behaviors. This paper, hence, confirms the position of [31], who opined that counterproductive behaviour, such as counterproductive meeting behaviour, is significantly avoided or discouraged by individuals who exhibit more work-related curiosity. Such meetings serve as platforms for them to constantly express their drive to acquire new knowledge and project solutions/discoveries, noted through their campaign. The current investigation also supports [13], as they stressed that work-related curiosity predicts particular workplace deviant behaviors and anti-social behaviors.

According to the current findings, this paper has achieved the study’s aim: to suggest a practical model to significantly deter and decrease counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations. Hence, the model in Fig. 1 is below.
Research limitations. The current results are with some limitations. Firstly, the recent sample was restricted to the employees across the Lagos and Ibadan cities of Lagos and Oyo States, Nigeria. Hence, a future investigation should look into employees in other regions and States of Nigeria. This will ensure the generalizability of the findings. Second, the current research adopted a cross-sectional survey design.

The prospects for further research. Thus, future studies need to use an in-depth qualitative inquiry to operationalize further the concepts, linked to unproductive behaviors.

5. Conclusion
The current study concludes that employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity significantly, jointly, independently, and negatively influence counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations. Thus, these specified factors have been proven to predict counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations.

The hypothesis – employee voice significantly influences counterproductive meeting behavior among employees within Nigeria’s work organization, is confirmed. Also, the stated hypothesis is established: perceived leadership integrity significantly impacts counterproductive meeting behavior among employees within Nigeria’s work organization. In addition, the stated hypothesis, namely, work-related curiosity significantly impacts counterproductive meeting behavior among employees within Nigeria’s work organization, is proved. Furthermore, the hypothesis that there is a joint influence of employee voice, perceived leadership integrity, and work-related curiosity on counterproductive meeting behaviors among employees within Nigeria’s work organizations is proved.

However, the following suggestions are beneficial:
– This paper recommends that management of work organizations ensure adequate and consistent encouragement of employee voice by allowing employee expressions, suggestions, making the employee feel important, and rendering listening ears. Furthermore, the management of work organizations should inspire employee curiosity as it relates to their work
– Managers who show integrity in leadership become models of exemplary behavior and tend to encourage positive workplace behaviors amongst their employees. Hence, the current study

Fig. 1. A practical model to significantly deter and decrease counterproductive meeting behaviors within Nigeria’s work organizations. Source: Author’s findings
Social Sciences

recommends that management of work organizations trains and inspires leaders who stimulate and exemplify leadership integrity.

Moreover, for further investigation, this paper recommends qualitative empirical studies better to understand the employees’ perception of counterproductive meeting behaviors.
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